
A God 731 

Chapter 731: The strongest in the universe 

【Ding! Kill one of the strongest in the universe and get 48 million kills] 

With the fall of the Prison Clan Demon Ancestor, a pleasant reminder appeared. 

Wang Yi turned a blind eye. 

Forty-eight million killing points, or 4.8 million treasure points, this point is the most valuable point, to 

be honest, Wang Yi doesn't really appreciate it anymore. 

In the world of chaotic air currents, the fluctuations of the explosion are still vibrating and transmitting, 

but the hearts of the five strongest in the universe are extremely cold and cold. 

They couldn't believe what was happening before them, couldn't believe the facts they saw, the Prison 

Clan Demon Ancestor, one of the strongest in the universe, fell under the sword of the Lord of Chaotic 

Source? 

A strongest man in the universe fell into the hands of a master of the universe? 

So ridiculous, so incredible, so unreal. 

It's too fake, they have a dreamlike feeling. 

If the Prison Clan Demon Ancestor were still alive, he would probably regret that he shouldn't work with 

other races to calculate the Lord of Human Chaotic Source. 

And in their shock and fear, the Mechanical Fathers couldn’t understand that the Lord of Human Chaotic 

Source was obviously just the Lord of the universe. They all felt that it was impossible to be the 

strongest in the universe, but how could he have such terrifying power? , Kill one of the strongest in the 

universe with a single blow? 

In fact, this is a normal result. 

The Prison Clan Demon Ancestor is only the strongest in the ordinary universe, that is, the seventh rank, 

and he does not have the strongest treasure, at most he is the seventh top level. 

What about Wang Yi? His attack can reach or even surpass the tenth rank! 

The gap between three levels is still more! 

The difference in strength is so large, it is a bit exaggerated to say that it is thousands of times, but a 

hundred times is definitely there...Under such a big difference in strength, the Prison Clan Demon 

Ancestor does not have strong enough defense treasures, and his treasure armor is in the "Pluto Sword" 

"Under the extremely condensed sharp blades, there is no difference between them and the papers, 

and they can't play a role. It's completely equivalent to using the divine body to resist attacks that are 

three or four levels stronger than one's own. 

The divine body was shredded, and the "heart of the true God" hidden in his divine body was instantly 

destroyed by Wang Yi's knife light, and thus fell! 
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Every strongest person in the universe, that is, the true god, has a ‘heart’ in his body, and that’s the 

heart of the true god. The heart of the true **** is the most important part of the true god's body. The 

soul is hidden in it, and it also communicates with the origin of its own small universe. If the origin of the 

small universe is transformed and stored a large amount of divine power, it can be directly transmitted 

to the heart of the true god. 

Once the heart of the true **** is broken, then the true **** is over. 

explain more clearly. 

The energy of the true **** is the flesh! 

The soul of the true **** is hidden in the ‘heart of the true god’. 

The heart of the true god... Said to be the heart, it is actually a secret space in the true god. 

In this secret space, there is the soul of the true god, and at the same time, this secret space is also 

connected to the small universe outside. 

No matter how far away the true **** is from his own small universe, through this link, the energy 

absorbed by the transformation of the small universe can be quickly transferred to the ‘heart of the true 

god’ to supplement combat consumption. 

There are three ways to kill the true god. 

The first is to completely destroy the body of a true god, destroy the hidden space from the physical 

level, and the true **** will naturally fall. 

The second type, soul attack, directly destroys the soul of the true god, and the true **** naturally dies. 

The third and most common one is to exceed the attacks that the true **** bears time and time again. 

The strong impact will continue to cause the hidden space in the true **** body (that is, the true god's 

heart) to begin to break and even disintegrate, once the true god's heart collapses. Now, then the true 

**** will naturally die. 

Just like an ordinary person wearing armor and being hit by a hammer on his chest, perhaps an ordinary 

person has no injuries on the surface, but the impact has shattered the heart alive. 

One reason. 

Therefore, the stronger the body, the stronger the attack, the weaker the impact of the True God's 

Heart will be! 

If the body can block everything, the heart of the true **** will not be impacted, and naturally nothing 

will happen. 

... Flesh life, rock life, plant life, etc. Everything is like this. Becoming a true god, body and soul (core of 

life) are naturally separated. 

Therefore, no matter how much energy a true **** consumes, no matter how much it consumes... it 

has little effect on strength. Because the so-called ‘divine power’ burned by the true **** does not 

contain the soul. 



Wang Yi is extremely powerful, far above the Prison Clan Demon Ancestor. In addition, the armor of the 

Prison Clan Demon Ancestor is like a fake in front of Wang Yi's Underworld Sword, and has no effect at 

all, so this knife directly destroyed the prison clan. The armor of the demon ancestor destroyed the body 

of the prison demon ancestor, and then the "heart of the true god" that had hidden him in his body was 

also destroyed. 

The Prison Clan Demon Ancestor died unjustly. 

Of course, the Mechanical Fathers didn't know the reason at all, but they also knew that Wang Yi's 

strength had exceeded their imagination. Since Wang Yi could kill the Prison Clan Demon Ancestor with 

a single blow, he could also kill them. 

"The Prison Clan Demon Ancestor has fallen!" 

"How is it possible, how can this human being be so strong?" 

"Don't talk nonsense now, run away!" 

Seeing the terrifying overwhelming strength of the Lord of the Chaotic Source of mankind, any one of 

the strongest in the universe present was frightened, without the slightest idea of facing the Lord of the 

Chaotic Source, turned around and ran. 

The big silver-white snake that was originally entangled in the palace of the black iron tower, uttered 

angrily because of Wang Yi's ignorance, and screamed without saying a word. It turned into a stream of 

light and fled, with panic in its eyes. 

The mechanical father **** who had not appeared in the oval black sphere and the Zerg queen in the 

"Queen's Palace" had already turned around and turned into a streamer to escape. 

Those extremely precious puppets, those powerful Zerg warriors, some of them have not been 

recovered yet, and they don't care. 

Escape is important! 

I used the energy to suckle, and ran as fast as I could, and fled in panic. 

Every face was extremely panicked. 

They can't remember how long it has been since the original ancestors have not been so embarrassed? 

It was Wang Yi's extraordinary combat power that scared them. 

However, in order to besiege the palace of the Lord of Chaotic Source, they were all very close. At this 

time, under Wang Yi's strong domain, they had to fight against the ubiquitous constraints of the domain 

while flying, and they were inevitably affected. . 

The worst is the Crystal Clan Holy Master. Although he is far away from Wang Yi, Wang Yi's next target is 

him. 

"Run? Isn't it too late to run at this time?" Wang Yi sneered when seeing the four strongest men in the 

universe scattered regardless of their identities. 



"go with!" 

Wang Yi raised his hand~www.mtlnovel.com~ Seven colored bud-like treasures were suspended, and 

the buds that were ready to be bud bloomed instantly, and countless colored lights soared into the sky. 

At the same time, hundreds of millions of rainbow-like ribbons filled the surrounding crazily. , Quickly 

enveloped the world, and directly wrapped the strongest people in the universe who had escaped in the 

distance. 

Wow! 

There were three more figures beside Wang Yi again, namely the Yanxing Giant Beast, the Void Zerg, and 

the new clone of Youhai. 

As soon as the three clones came out, they immediately put on the mechanical treasures, bursting out 

strong fluctuations. 

Wang Yi still rushed towards the crystal clan holy lord, but the three clones each chose one of the 

strongest in the universe to catch up. 

"I don't believe it, you can still escape." Wang Yi's eyes were full of murderous intent, "I fell into the True 

God-level **** type mechanical treasure'Color Light Fennel', and there are the strongest endless 

domains, and there are divine body clones to chase and kill you. If you can escape, you will be great." 

The four major divine bodies are all tenth-tier combat power! And there is also the dual domain 

oppression of the powerful **** treasure "Rainbow Fennel" and the combination of winged time and 

space and the Xeon domain...The strongest of the four universes can only watch the human being 

rushing over with a grinning smile. 

Chapter 732: 1 net catch 

In Cosmic Sea, one of the five strongest in the universe had already fallen, and the remaining four were 

blocked in a narrow space by Wang Yi when they were ready to slash and kill them. 

The diaphragm of the primordial universe, on the side of Toya's black hole, a carapace of sawtooth 

monster also appeared unexpectedly. 

"This, this is..." The serrated carapace was stunned. 

In the boundless dark starry sky, the mighty momentum surged like ocean waves, from which came out 

a burly, barefoot, domineering man with a giant axe, and a gold-robed middle-aged man with a colorful 

mountain peak in one hand, surrounded by a large group of fighting spirits. The Lord of the universe 

who was eager to try, each exudes a powerful aura, and the oppressive carapace of sawtooth strange 

beasts actually feels breathless. 

"The founder of the giant axe? Chaos City Lord? Why are you here so soon?" The carapace sawtooth 

alien beast subconsciously noticed that it was not good. 

The strong human race came so fast, obviously the situation is not right, and there is fraud in it! 

and… 
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It looked at the masters of the universe behind the two strongest men in the human universe, and 

unexpectedly found some familiar faces among them, showing incredible colors. 

"Lord of the Star and Moon? The Lord of the Lone Star? You, didn't you have fallen a long time ago?" 

The carapace and sawtooth roared, eyes full of shock. 

"I saw you fall with my own eyes. No, it's impossible. Why are you resurrected again?" 

The jagged carapace panicked, which was beyond his common sense. 

In addition, the number of masters of the universe that the human race has appeared here is a bit large. 

There are more than thirty cosmic masters of the human race present here, and each one looks very 

uncomfortable, giving it a similar feeling to the masters of the galaxy in the Northern Frontier Alliance. 

Not to mention, the founder of the Great Axe and the Lord of Chaos City are still here. 

Adding up so many powerhouses... Even the demon ancestor who is confident and defensive is also a 

little flustered. 

Fortunately, what gives it peace of mind is that this is the primitive universe. 

In the primitive universe, with its strength, it is confident that no one can hurt it. 

Because although the Demon Ancestor of Earthquake doesn't have the Xeon Arcane armor, he is 

naturally good at defense, especially in the Primitive Universe...The top attack power of Tier VI, the 

Demon Ancestor of Earthquake does not need the Xeon Arcane, and can easily resist it. 

"It seems that you are the only one here." The City Lord of Chaos looked at the jagged alien beast 

entrenched in front of him, and a cold light appeared in his eyes, "Then get you away first." 

"Great Axe! Chaos City Lord!" The sawtooth shell alien beast roared. "Have you known for a long time, 

our plan, all of this is your arrangement, right?" 

"You don't need to know." Chaos City Lord sneered, "From now on, your race will be removed from the 

peak race of the Primordial Universe. Only me, human beings, will be the most powerful party in the 

Primitive Universe." 

"Kill! Suppress him!" 

With an order, the founder of the Great Axe and the Chaos City Lord took the first shot, including dozens 

of Cosmos Lords who had reached the sixth rank or even stronger behind him, and couldn't wait to blast 

their own attacks. 

There is nothing to say, the hatred accumulated by the human race and the monster race and other 

races over the endless years can not be washed away even after the water of the three rivers is drained. 

"kill." 

"Destroy this old demon ancestor." 

"Smashed his shell." 



Dozens of other masters of the human universe attacked collectively. 

For a while, the human side was attacking the Demon Ancestor Shaking with the sky and the earth. 

The Xeon Supreme Treasure alone has more than 20 pieces, and the power of it is so great that the 

ancestor of the shocking monster is stunned. 

Doubt if you are dreaming? 

The human race, where are so many strongest treasures? 

In the next moment, it will be submerged in the ocean-like waves of attacks by human powerhouses and 

will no longer be visible. 

… 

On Wang Yi's side, it was even more crazy, and the killing was still going on. 

【Ding! Kill one of the strongest in the universe and get 45 million kills] 

The holy master of the crystal race, following in the footsteps of the demon ancestor of the prison race, 

was easily overtaken by Wang Yi, and then sent him on the road with a single knife. 

The so-called strongest man in the universe seemed so fragile in front of Wang Yi. 

In Wang Yi's hand, he squeezed to death like an understatement in Wang Yi's hand. 

The strongest person in the universe who can see in other directions is shocked and frightened. 

The five strongest in the universe, two fell in a short time! Killed by a master of the universe! 

This spread, the entire universe will have to usher in an unprecedented shock! 

It should be understood that in the entire universe, the three great reincarnation eras and the two great 

holy places, few of the strongest in the universe have fallen. 

Even if they perish, they are usually killed by other strong men in the core area of the three major Jedi 

because of the environment, which is very rare. 

There must be "restricted" means. If there are no restrictive means, with the ability of the strongest in 

the universe to go and fight if they want to fight, how can they perish? 

And Wang Yi happened to be their nemesis! 

The restraint of the winged time and space combined with the strong domain severely weakened their 

flight speed, while the restraint-type mechanical treasure "Rainbow Fennel" made them trapped in a 

narrow space, where they could not escape. 

In addition, Wang Yi also possessed a power against the sky far surpassing them, one crushing them all, 

not to mention his four divine bodies, all against the sky. 

Therefore, this is doomed to the fate of the strongest in the universe. 



Prison demon ancestors and crystal tribe holy masters who did not have the strongest treasures were 

killed first. 

The one who was subsequently killed was the Dream Demon Ancestor with the Xeon Treasure Battle 

Armor. Although she had the Xeon Xuan Treasure Battle Armor, the defense of the Battle Armor was 

also limited. It could easily resist attacks of the same tier, which does not mean that she could resist the 

same level of attack. Tier Nine, Tier Ten attack. 

Wang Yi's two divine bodies surrounded her, attacking again and again, and powerful and terrifying 

attacks fell on the dream demon ancestor again and again. The dream demon ancestor could not resist, 

and could only withstand the storm-like ravages, surpassing the dream demon ancestor armor time and 

time again. The attack and the strong impact will continue to cause the hidden space in the true god's 

body (that is, the true god's heart) to begin to break and even disintegrate. Once the true god's heart 

collapses, then the true **** will naturally die. 

As a result, Meng Yaozu really died, not scorning his eyes. 

Following that was the mechanical father **** hiding in the oval black sphere. It could not come out of 

the palace, so Wang Yi didn't fight it at all, and directly suppressed it into the Tongtian Tower. 

The same goes for the Zerg queen. draws a gourd in the same way. Her queen's palace was swallowed 

into the Tongtian Pagoda, and she can't get out again. 

It is ridiculous that the strongest men in the universe wanted to suppress Wang Yi and seize the most 

precious treasures, but instead of stealing chickens to lose money, they were finally killed by Wang Yi 

and suppressed. 

In the two restricted spaces of the Tongtian Tower, the palaces of the two strongest men in the universe 

are imprisoned. With the power of the Tongtian Tower, it is impossible for them to enter and then go 

out. They are completely reduced to prisoners and left to Wang Yi. 

At this time, news came from the human race that, with the joint efforts of many powerful people, the 

Demon Clan’s Demon Ancestor had already been suppressed and sealed, and he was preparing to bring 

back the small universe of the founder of the Great Axe to solve it. 

The six greatest races in the universe from the five pinnacle races were swept away by a single net, the 

entire army was wiped out, the dead, the prisoners and the prisoners, all withered, also foreshadowing 

the six pinnacle races of the primitive universe, and now there is only the human family. 

The human race will usher in the era of becoming the true hegemon of the primitive universe. 

Chapter 733: 5 pinnacle races? Gone. 

Prisoners. 

When the Prison Demon Ancestor fell, it was only a few seconds. A prisoner universe master showed 

horror, and said sternly: "The small universe of the Demon Ancestor has begun to disintegrate! The 

Demon Ancestor... is lost!!!" 

"The universe is disintegrating!" 
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"The Demon Ancestor has fallen!" 

The master of the universe of the prison clan has been blinded. 

"sky!" 

"how so!" 

"Didn't the Demon Ancestor go to kill humans with other pinnacle races? Why..." 

The divine power incarnations of the lord of the cosmos, such as the lord of the lion, the lord of the 

purple nightmare, and the lord of blood, stood one by one. 

"Masters, the token for help that the teacher gave me turned out to be an unowned token." A disciple 

of the Prison Clan Demon Ancestor suddenly rushed in and shouted, with panic and fear on his face, 

"This is what the teacher gave me. , There is the mark of the teacher’s life, but now it turns out to be 

unowned." 

The eyes of the strong people present were anxious, angry, and frightened. 

The only strongest man in the universe who sat in the prison has fallen! 

The sky of the prisoners really collapsed! 

The universe of the Prison Clan Demon Ancestor is the only small universe owned by the Prison Clan. 

The universe has already evolved completely, and there are countless ordinary creatures living. 

At this moment usher in unprecedented great changes. 

"what happened!" 

"God, the sky is cracked!" 

In one of the spaces of the Prison Clan Demon Ancestor Universe, the Prison Clan people, as well as the 

large number of absorbed elites, were shocked and panicked one by one. 

With the fall of the demon ancestor, this small universe began to lose control, the space began to 

collapse, the sky showed huge cracks in the sky, and the sky began to collapse, and space cracks 

sometimes appeared. Some unlucky creatures were affected by some space cracks, or their bodies were 

reduced by half. , Or simply annihilate the whole... 

"Quick, go!" 

"Come here, take them away!" 

The prison clan powerhouse was in action, his face was anxious, and he swiped and teleported one after 

another, and a batch of clan members were directly included in his world ring. 

It's just that the demon ancestor of the prison clan fell so suddenly that these prison clan can't react at 

all. There are not many strong prison clan in this space. At this time, I can only try to rescue a little bit 

more. 



Soon, in the main space of the small universe of the collapsed Prison Demon Ancestor. The Lord of the 

Ba Lion, the Lord of the Purple Nightmare, and the Prison King were scattered in mid-air. There were 

cracks in the membrane wall of the entire small universe in the distance. The "chaotic air currents" from 

the universe began to penetrate in. This is the most refined Pure chaotic air current, unlike those chaotic 

auras in the original universe. 

Many cosmic lords and immortal gods cannot survive in the environment of the universe. 

"The Demon Ancestor really fell." The Prison King said in a deep voice. 

"The Demon Ancestor is the strongest person in the universe, he is so powerful, why..." The Lord of 

Purple Nightmare murmured, with horror and disbelief in his eyes, apparently he hadn't been relieved 

from the shock. 

"No matter what, the fall of the Demon Ancestor is a fact and cannot be changed." The Prison King 

shook his head. The Prison King is an existence with a special status in the entire prison clan. In terms of 

combat power, the Prison King is a Tier 5 top combat power. The position in the prison clan is only 

below the devil ancestor, and after the devil ancestor falls, he becomes the backbone of the prison clan. 

"Now, let's block the news first, and then see how to deal with the aftermath." The prison king is not in a 

good mood. 

"This time the fall of the Prison Demon Ancestor, I don't know if it is related to the human race." 

"In short, this is a catastrophe for our prisoners." 

In the same situation as them, there are crystal clan and monster clan. 

"Heaven, the small universe of the Holy Lord collapsed and collapsed, and the Holy Lord fell." 

The powerhouses of the crystal clan were also in shock and panic. 

The crystal clan had to accept this cruel reality, the small universe of the crystal clan holy master, and 

now all the spaces in the entire universe began to gradually collapse, it can only prove that... the crystal 

clan holy master has really fallen. 

"The Holy Lord has fallen, it's over." A crystal clan powerhouse was desperate. 

The importance of the "Sacred Master of the Crystal Clan" to the Crystal Clan is self-evident, that is the 

only one who is the strongest in the Universe in the Crystal Clan! It is the true Optimus Prime of Crystal 

Group! But now, this Optimus Pillar is broken and collapsed! 

The loss of the only strongest person in the universe also means that the crystal clan will probably 

withdraw from the peak race group. It is impossible to sit firmly in this position by relying on a group of 

universe masters. Without strong deterrence and strength, a large number of them will be lost. Benefit. 

For the crystal family, this is a huge blow. 

The Yaozu is also facing a huge disaster at this moment. 

"Meng Yao Ancestor has fallen! Her small universe has begun to destroy." 



"Demon Ancestor Earthquake, what is going on?" 

"Demon Ancestor Zhen, Demon Ancestor Meng is with you, why did Demon Ancestor Meng suddenly 

fall?" 

"Shaking Demon Ancestor..." 

Unlike the crystal clan and the prison clan, which have only one strongest in the universe, the demon 

clan has two strongest in the universe, and the first time the dream demon ancestor fell was discovered, 

many monster clan powerhouses gathered in horror. Outside the palace of Zhen Yaozu, asked anxiously. 

A strange beast with a huge jagged shell on its side suddenly appeared outside the palace, and glanced 

at the powerful monsters who were emotionally excited, so that they instantly calmed down. 

"Shut up all to me!" 

All gathered here are the incarnations of divine power, and as the Demon Ancestor Shaking growls low, 

the masters of the universe must have shut their mouths obediently when they see the Demon Ancestor 

Shaking appearing. 

Although the dream demon ancestor has fallen, fortunately, their clan still has the tremor demon 

ancestor, these universe masters thought so. 

Then the words of the Demon Ancestor Shaking made their faces look shocked and horrified. 

"Mengcha has fallen! She had contacted me before she fell, and it was made by the Lord of the Human 

Chaotic Source." An expression of pain was in the eyes of the Demon Ancestor Shaking. 

"She went to ambush the human with the mechanical father god, the Zerg queen, the crystal tribe saint 

master, and the prison demon ancestor. As a result, she did not expect that the human being is so 

powerful! It is comparable to the original ancestor!" 

"what?" 

"How can this be?" 

"Did the Lord of Chaotic Source do it?" 

"Isn't the Lord of Chaotic Source the Lord of the Universe? Why is he?..." 

There was an uproar, and the strong monsters made a shocked and unbelief voice. 

"I don't believe it, but it's a fact. I guess it might be because the Lord of Human Chaotic Source obtained 

the Tongtian Tower and improved his strength from the Tongtian Tower. It was so powerful. We were all 

wrong and wrong." ,regret. "The Lord of Chaotic Origin is beyond imagination. He is clearly the Lord of 

the universe, but he has the strength comparable to the original ancestor. Mengcha saw the Prison 

Demon Ancestor being killed by the Lord of Human Chaotic Origin with a single knife. They began to flee, 

but were trapped in a space, and then the crystal tribe's holy lord was easily exterminated. After that, 

Mengcha was besieged by two clones of the chaotic source lord ~www.mtlnovel.com~ for a short time, 

Finally fell..." 



There was dead silence outside the palace, and all the strong monsters were shocked and unable to 

speak. 

Dream Demon Ancestor, has this really fallen? 

All of this was done by the Lord of Human Chaotic Source alone? 

They trembled, trembling desperately at the future situation of the monster race, and the mighty 

human race. 

The strongest people in the universe are so easily wiped out by the human race, how can they continue 

to fight against humans? 

And the words of Demon Ancestor Zhenzhen made them even more desperate. 

"Not long ago, I... was also surrounded by the giant axe of the human race, the Chaos City Lord with a 

group of masters of the universe, and now I have been suppressed and unable to get out, and it is 

estimated that I will be taken to the giant axe universe. Let's do it, the future of the Demon Race 

depends on you." The Demon Ancestor Shaking said sadly. 

It understands that from today onwards, the Yaozu will plummet, and failure to recover is all light, and it 

is possible that the demon race will disappear from the primitive universe in the end. 

Hearing the words of Demon Ancestor Shaking, the strong monsters really can no longer maintain their 

composure. The Demon Shaking ancestors have been sealed. This also means that they are the two 

strongest monsters in the universe, one of them is gone? 

Chapter 734: How to deal with it? I'll talk about it later. 

The crystal tribe, the prison tribe, and the monster tribe all have fallen, as if the sky has fallen, while the 

Zerg tribe and the machine tribe are not much better. 

The remote Zerg territory. 

"Emperor." 

"Emperor." 

A beautiful Zerg queen who is floating in mid-air, with "wings" as thin as a cicada, and a beautiful and 

charming Zerg mother surrounds her with anxious expressions. 

"Emperor, what's the matter with you?" 

The Zerg queen's face was extremely ugly. 

"This time we failed, and we failed." 

"Lost, it's over." 

Recalling the nightmarish experience before, the Zerzu queen's heart still couldn't help shaking. 

She didn't understand, how could the Lord of the Universe be so powerful that it was incredible? She 

couldn't even escape and struggle. 
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As soon as she was sealed, the Zerg queen knew that she was no longer immune. 

"what?" 

"Why?" 

"Emperor..." 

The Zerg mother emperors were all panicked. 

It's hard to imagine that such a weak and beautiful noble life would be a notorious existence in the 

primitive universe based on appearance alone. 

The Zerg Queen knew that she and the Queen's Palace were suppressed by the Lord of the Human 

Chaotic Source, and with the hatred of humans and the Zerg, she would definitely not end well. 

Maybe it will fall sometime, it is also possible. 

"Just, pity my people..." The Zerg queen looked around at the friendly people around her, and couldn't 

help feeling sad. 

The Zerg Queen deserves to have been the supreme ruler of the Zerg for hundreds of millions of years. 

She quickly recovered her calm and shouted, "This time we lost. The five pinnacle races are all carried in 

the hands of humans, and none of them can run away." 

"I have been suppressed, and I don't know when I will fall. The small universe is no longer safe. Now, I 

will immediately bring out the people and elites of my small universe, and take everything away." 

"The human race has gained power since then, and wars will definitely break out soon. Our race is 

definitely not a human opponent. Together, it will be a disaster for our race. You will not be human 

opponents. In that case, give up, the primitive universe, I The clan summoned all the strong back, 

shrinking power! Give up the territory! Prepare to migrate, stay away from human beings, leave the 

center of the primitive universe, and find other homes." The Zerg queen is very decisive and recognizes 

the situation clearly. 

And this is the last thing she can do for the ethnic group. 

The surrounding Zerg mother emperors are all stupid. 

At the same time, the machine race, in the universe of the machine race. 

The atmosphere seemed to be frozen, and it seemed extremely depressing. 

The Mechanical Father summoned all the masters of the universe of the mechanical clan, and 

announced with a heavy tone that he had been defeated and suppressed by the Lord of Chaotic Source. 

The master of the universe of the mechanical race was also shocked in disbelief, and then panicked. 

The mechanical tribe is a tight pyramid structure, clearly distinguished from the top and bottom, and 

extremely united. Because they are born of intelligent life, they are born to recognize the Lord and 

absolutely obey orders. 



And as the oldest and greatest existence of the mechanical race, the supreme **** in the eyes of the 

mechanical father of the mechanical race is also the most important pillar of the mechanical race. 

And now, this pillar is about to collapse, but they can't help it. 

Even the union of the six strongest in the universe was easily defeated by the human race. What did 

they use to save the Robot Father? 

Unable to do anything, they can only try to intercede with the human race first, to see if they can open 

up the human race network and put the mechanical gods back. They are willing to pay any price. 

Although they know that this is unlikely, this is the strongest in the universe. As long as human beings 

have no problems with their brains, they will not let go. 

However, now desperately desperate, the machine clan can only try everything. 

The Monster Race and Zerg Race also think so. They have urgently sent people to contact the human 

race. They are worried that if they take a step slower, the strongest in their universe will be killed by the 

human race, and they will cry without tears. 

What to do with the strongest in the universe of the three tribes is also being discussed within the 

human race. 

"Hahaha...Have fun! Have a good time!!!" 

In the virtual universe, in the splendid and magnificent palace, the powerful people of the human race 

gathered together, and bursts of joyful laughter came from the powerful human beings. 

No wonder they are so excited, because this time, human beings have indeed achieved unprecedented 

victories. 

"Great victory, the five pinnacle races, and the six strongest in the universe, this time all have been 

solved by our humans! From now on, our human race will have no rivals in the primitive universe!" 

The Lord of Chaos City stood on the height of the palace, holding up the wine glass, his face was red, and 

his voice was loud, echoing in the palace. 

"The reason why we can achieve such a brilliant victory this time is mainly due to Chaotic Source. It is 

such a lucky thing for our human race to have such a strong person. Let us join in here to respect Chaotic 

Source." 

"Jing Hunyuan." 

"Jing Hunyuan." 

... 

The dozens of masters of the universe in the palace were also happy and full of spring breeze. They also 

learned of the previous battles and that Wang Yi had defeated and captured the five strongest men in 

the universe alone. The eyes of the Lord of Chaotic Source were extremely admired. 

"Ha ha……" 



Luo Feng was also in the Lord of the Universe, holding a wine glass, watching sitting with the Lord of 

Chaos City and the founder of the Great Axe, like Wang Yi in the center of the world like stars 

crisscrossing the moon, he was very emotional. 

He also participated in the previous battles, but only with a large group of masters of the universe, and 

behind the two most powerful humans in the universe, it was not difficult at all to beat the demon 

ancestors. Therefore, he felt even more that the human race is now powerful. 

Dozens of Xeon treasures are suppressed, and even the strongest in the universe will have to scramble 

around. 

The Demon Ancestor Zhen Zhen did not resist at all and was suppressed. 

This also shocked Luo Feng's heart. 

He understood that all of this was due to the man sitting on it. 

The atmosphere in the palace is fiery, and the high-level humans are excited to discuss the previous 

battle. 

"The monster race, the zerg race, and the machine race have been fighting and killing us humans. Now, 

all the strongest in their universe will fall into the hands of our human race. I see how they will fight us." 

"I don't know how the city owner will deal with the three strongest men in the universe." 

"How to deal with it? I think I will kill the future troubles, cut the grass and root." 

"Yes, kill them, kill them, their race has no small universe to hide from, and we can completely let them 

have nowhere to hide." 

The masters of the universe of the human race are discussing, and Wang Yi, the lord of Chaos City, the 

founder of the Great Axe, is also discussing. 

After the battle, the ancestor of the tremor was sent to the seal of the strongest baby 

~www.mtlnovel.com~ and then fell into the hands of Wang Yi. This was Wang Yi's request. 

If you really want to kill, you can kill at any time, don't rush for a while. 

Anyway, the three strongest in the universe are now trapped in the Tongtian Tower. Unless Wang Yi 

releases them, it will be difficult for them to fly. 

The creators of the giant axe hadn't been rewarded for killing them, so they might as well put it here to 

Wang Yi, as there is still a killing value. 

Because of this, the three strongest in the universe all escaped temporarily to save their lives. 

However, they all hid in the palace's treasures. Wang Yi couldn't kill them through the palace for the 

time being. He had to put them aside and wait for a chance to talk later. 

As for the other five pinnacle races? Without the strongest backer of the ethnic group, the strongest in 

the universe, they are like tigers that have lost their minions, and they are no longer a threat to 



mankind. Those who are knowledgeable will give in obediently and dare not directly confront humans 

anymore. 

Right now, the human race has become an invincible existence in the primitive universe. As long as the 

brain is normal, it will not directly collide with humans face-to-face. 

Standing in a space of the Tongtian Tower, Wang Yi looked at the huge purple palace of the Zerg queen, 

and touched his chin. Since he is not in a hurry, let's talk about it later. 

Chapter 735: The whole world is boiling 

On this day, an explosive news spread to the entire universe, instantly arousing the attention of 

countless forces. 

"Have you heard? Among the six pinnacle races, the machine race, the zerg race, the monster race, the 

crystal race, and the prison race, the six strongest in the universe, attacked the chaotic source lord of 

mankind on the edge of the primitive universe. Killed and suppressed." 

This news, because it was too shocking and incredible, as soon as it appeared, it spread throughout the 

universe at an unparalleled speed. 

The news is of course from the human race, and the five pinnacle races that have lost the strongest in 

the universe certainly want to cover it up, but how can humans make them wish, and this is also a good 

opportunity to promote the strength of mankind. 

With the help of mankind, through the virtual universe, the news that the strongest of the five pinnacle 

races in the universe was killed and captured by them has spread all over the world instantly. 

Their first reaction was not to believe it! 

How could it be possible that the six strongest in the universe, what a terrible force it is to unite, even if 

all the strongest in the universe in the first and second reincarnations join hands, they may not be able 

to keep them all, let alone humans. How did it pass, Lord of Chaotic Origin? A master of the universe 

defeated and killed a group of the strongest in the universe? It's just kidding. 

If they say that the strongest person in the universe killed the six masters of the universe backhand, they 

still believe it. 

But for these unfavorable rumors, the Monster Race, Machine Race and other ethnic groups remained 

silent and did not refute the attitude, and finally let all parties react. Is it true? 

"Machine Father God, is this true?" In the domain of the Machine Race, a powerful idea came and 

condensed into the appearance of the virtual demon god. He asked in a deep voice the divine power 

incarnation of the machine Father God, "You are really human beings Suppressed?" 

Father Mechanical said: "Yes, I was indeed suppressed by humans. More precisely, I was suppressed by 

the Lord of Human Chaotic Source." 

"The Lord of Human Chaotic Source?" Xuzhen Demon God flicked, and then asked hurriedly. "What's the 

matter? Did you really go to besiege the Lord of Chaotic Source? Was he defeated and captured?" 
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The Father Mechanical was silent for a long while before sighing, "Virtual Reality, this is the image of our 

fight with the Lord of Chaotic Origin. You have seen it and you know why we failed so miserably." 

At the same time, the images in the memory are played back directly through the divine power, and 

Wang Yi's sharp and cold knife turned into a black humanoid tyrannosaurus...turned into a dazzling red 

light, and it was smashed on the peak armor of the prison demon ancestors. It fell directly. 

silence. 

The eyes of the imaginary devil were full of shock and incredible. 

"This this……" 

With a single knife, the Prison Demon Ancestor fell? 

Although the Prison Clan Demon Ancestor is not as strong as him and does not have the strongest 

treasure, he is also the strongest in the universe. Under the attack of the Lord of Chaotic Source, he 

can't hold it with a single sword. 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source, how could he be so strong?" The Void True Demon felt cold and fearful in 

his body. That was the feeling he had when facing the original ancestor a long time ago, but now the 

Lord of the universe brought him The same sense of threat. 

The imaginary devil understood that he encountered the Lord of Chaotic Source, and most of it was the 

fate of being exterminated. Thinking of threatening him with the Lord of Chaotic Source not long ago in 

the primitive universe, the imaginary demon was frightened. 

"It should be the reason for the Tongtian Tower." The Mechanical Father said calmly. 

"Tongtian Pagoda?" Xuzhen Demon God took a deep breath, "Tongtian Pagoda is actually on him? That's 

right. I once guessed that the Lord of Chaotic Source had the strongest palace, and Tongtian Pagoda 

disappeared at that time, but I I thought it was the Star Tower..." 

"Because I know that the Tongtian Pagoda is on the Lord of Chaotic Source, I went to ambush the 

human with Mengcha, Zhen, and the Queen. Now I think about it, all this should be the news that 

humans have deliberately released and let us be fooled. "There was a bit of bitterness in the voice of the 

Mechanical Father, "We never thought that the Lord of the Chaotic Source is so strong, comparable to 

the original ancestor, we have no ability to resist against the original ancestor, and we are not an 

opponent to the Lord of the chaotic source. ." 

"Moreover, the Lord of Chaotic Origin is more powerful than the original ancestor! He is still the Lord of 

the universe, but he possesses many powerful treasures, and his methods are even more terrifying." 

"We are trapped in a space, and there is no escape. The Hell Demon Ancestor fell first, followed by the 

Crystal Clan who was killed, and then the Dream Demon Ancestor. Next, the Zerg Mother and I had to 

hide in the palace treasure. The seal is suppressed." The Mechanical Father sighed, "The Demon 

Ancestor Shaking didn't escape, and was taken prisoner by the founder of the Great Axe and the Lord of 

Chaos City with a group of universe masters." 

"It's a disaster!" 



"Our five pinnacle races are over. Without us, it would be impossible for the Lords of the Universe to be 

able to defeat the incomparably powerful human beings. The Lord of Chaotic Source alone has four 

great divine bodies, each of which has its original ancestors. The combat power! So... he has more 

potential and more terrifying than the original ancestor!" 

The imaginary demon was shocked and unable to speak. 

"The human race has the Tongtian Pagoda and the Donghe heritage. Our strength has unknowingly 

developed to the present level, but we were kept in the dark without knowing it. We ran into it and 

smashed our heads... no chance. Now, in today’s primitive universe, no one can fight against the human 

race. Unless all of you are the strongest in the universe and all the forces are united, there is still some 

hope." The mechanical father shook his head, "You think that might be possible. ?" 

The imaginary devil was silent, of course he knew how difficult it would be to unite the remaining 

strongest in the universe and the many forces. 

Not to mention other things, just those who are the strongest in the lonely universe, knowing the 

terrifying strength of the human race, who is willing to take huge risks to confront humans? This is not in 

their interest! 

The five pinnacle races can smash with humans because they have no way to do it~www.mtlnovel.com~ 

Their territory is destined to conflict with the human races. 

And those who are the strongest in the universe? Traveling alone, living in no fixed place, territory is 

useless to them, who cares if human beings unify the primitive universe or occupy territory. 

Even the Star Giant Beast Alliance and the Ancestral Gods are the same. They have no conflict of interest 

with humans. If humans are weak, they may join in against humans, but now humans are strong enough 

to easily kill the six strongest in the universe, so strong... As long as the Star Giant Beast Alliance and the 

ancestors are not stupid, they will not take the initiative to provoke humans. 

The nine pinnacle powers have gone to eight, and there is only one Northern Frontier Alliance. There are 

many people, many masters of the universe, and the territory of the ethnic group. They do not want to 

see the human ethnic group becoming stronger and occupying their territory, but they The general 

leader of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance is almost the same as the Lone Ranger. He doesn't care at all, 

and will not fight against the human race because of this! There is a mess of loose sand inside, you can't 

count on them! 

After deducting these, the other twelve top powers do not even have the strongest person in the 

universe, and it is useless! 

The situation is completely on the human side. 

"Primitive universe...Humans are really going to be the only one." The mechanical father said faintly. 

Chapter 736: Who is fighting 

Just as the Mechanical Father said to the Virtual Reality Demon, as the news of the loss of the six 

strongest pillars of the five pinnacle races and the six strongest in the universe was confirmed, other 

forces were frightened. 
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Originally, those forces were still waiting and watching, making their own calculations, but now they are 

a little unable to sit still. 

In the Northern Xinjiang Alliance, the incarnations of the masters of the universe gathered in a palace 

for intense discussions and endless arguing. 

"In my opinion, there is no need to fight with humans. Our Northern Frontier Alliance is not adjacent to 

human borders. Unlike the Zerg, Demon, and Robot races, the human race does not invade me, and we 

don't need to offend humans." 

"Chi Deng, you are too short-sighted. Do you think that the human race will only satisfy the current 

territory? No, the human race will definitely expand. Even if it does not invade us now, it will wait for 

the Zerg, Monster... If it is resolved, it will be our turn. Human beings have always been ambitious and 

hard to fill! We can’t just sit idly by, see, don’t unite and fight humans now, when humans become 

stronger and stronger, there will be more and more powerful people. Even if we want to fight, it's 

impossible!" 

"No matter how much you say, what are you fighting against humans? The universe's strongest of the 

five pinnacle races can be easily solved by humans. The dozens of universe masters in our Northern 

Frontier Alliance are better than the six universe's strongests. powerful?" 

"We can’t do it, but aren’t there other people? The prison race and the crystal race are not as deep as 

humans. Many races are hostile to humans. As long as they unite, there will still be a war. The human 

race is now the master of the universe. Not many. In the Primitive Universe, it is impossible to cover the 

sky with one hand." 

"Joke, it's okay to fight with humans now, isn't it impossible? In the future, can you see hope? The 

human race will only get stronger and stronger. At that time, the human race will begin to liquidate and 

you can run alone. How about your race?" 

"Lord Qianren, according to what you said, we have simply taken refuge in humans, so what are we 

fighting for..." 

The master of the universe was blushing with noisy faces. 

The avatars of the Lord of the Galaxy, the Lord of the Black Lotus, and the Star Lord of Lanlan all 

gathered here, but they didn't speak much, but watched the cosmic masters argue. 

Looking at this momentum, I don't know when the results will appear. 

"What do you think?" Star Master Lan Lan shook his head, secretly speaking to the other two universe 

masters. 

The general leader of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance didn't show up at this time, and only the three of 

them were in charge of the overall situation. 

The Lord of the Galaxy said: "The five pinnacle races are destined to weaken. After all, the strongest in 

the universe is either dead or in the hands of the human race. Although they still have a lot of cosmic 

masters, they are actually a powerful force. Strength, but I’m afraid they dare not continue to fight 

humanity." 



The five pinnacle races, none of them are just the strongest in the universe, but the Lord of the universe 

is basically still there. There are still dozens of universe masters from each of the races and the alliance. 

The five race groups add up to two hundred universes. The lord is still on. 

The human race now has only a few dozen masters of the universe, and in terms of number, it is far 

inferior to the five major races. 

But things are not so calculated. According to intelligence, not only has the master of the universe of the 

human race doubled, but everyone has the supreme treasure. 

This is scary. 

The addition of dozens of Xeon treasures can completely offset the gap in this number, and can even 

overwhelm the alliance of the five major races of the universe. 

And they have to really work together to unite, otherwise they will be vulnerable to humans! 

The five major ethnic groups are so difficult, what use is their Northern Xinjiang Alliance alone? 

The reason why the Northern Xinjiang Alliance is indecisive and dilemma is also related to this. 

"Now, we actually don't have many choices." The Black Lotus Lord said, "Either, unite with other forces 

to fight against humanity, but if it succeeds, we will be the enemy of mankind, and we will definitely be 

the first to be hit in the future. A batch of...or, sit back and watch, watch the human race and the five 

major races fight, this is the most stupid. The human race is now empty because the five major races are 

constrained, and waiting for him to solve the five major races and occupy a large area. , To expand, the 

next goal must be our Northern Xinjiang Alliance..." 

"After all, our Northern Frontier Alliance claims to have the most ethnic groups, and it also has the 

broadest territories. It is even larger than the sum of the six pinnacle races, but it's not like humans, 

zergs and other pinnacle races that occupy the most elite. Lots, but it's also a piece of fat." 

"There is one last choice..." Star Master Lanlan said in a deep voice, "That is to join humans and become 

a part of the human camp. In this way, humans will not attack us for the time being, and may still gain 

some benefits, but ...The future might be..." 

The incarnations of the Lord of the Galaxy, the Lord of the Black Lotus, and the Star Lord of Lanlan were 

all silent. 

The three masters of the universe still know the truth about the end of the birds, the hiding of the bows 

of the birds, the death of the cunning rabbit, and the cooking of the lackeys. 

Relying on the human beings who are now destined to dominate the universe in the future seems to be 

the best way out at present, but there are hidden dangers. If the human race uses an excuse to seize 

their territory in the future and let them cede their territory, they can't resist. 

But they had to make a choice, otherwise that would be the worst choice. 

Now the entire universe, everyone knows... the entire primitive universe is doomed to truly dominate 

the human race. No one can stop its pace, no one! No one can stop the pace of human dominance. The 



primitive universe is destined to reach the true peak of mankind, and all other ethnic groups such as 

Zerg, Machine, and Monster must look up to humans. This is recognized! 

The entire universe is now discussing the human race. 

The masters of the universe of the twelve top forces are also arguing about the human race. 

In addition to the nine superpowers, there are also some who are the strongest alone, such as the 

mountain guest, the island owner of Shihua, the founder of the black universe, the imaginary demon, 

the ancestor of the monster... these are the strongest in the universe, all of which are special Born in 

life, and then became the strongest in the universe, they are all extremely old and powerful. 

The fate of the five greatest races and the six strongest in the universe also shocked many of the 

strongest in the universe. 

In a dark and silent starry sky in the primitive universe, a desolate planet is suspended, and thoughts 

come across time and space. At this moment, the greatest group of existence in the primitive universe 

gathers ~www.mtlnovel.com~Old Beast Gods. " 

"Black universe." 

"Sihua Island Master, it's been a long time since I saw you." 

"Eju, you guys are actually here." 

"Huh, you're not there, Xuzhen, you insidious fellow." 

"Sit Shanke, you old fellow, you are here too." 

"I'm just here to join in the fun." Zuoshan Ke said with a smile. 

An ancient being standing at the pinnacle of the universe appeared and said hello. Of course, there were 

also some wrong ways. There were more than ten strongest people in the original universe. There are 

also some grievances with each other. But it won't happen at this time. The reason why they gather is 

because of more important things. 

The leader of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance is also here. 

The Northern Xinjiang Alliance has no Xeon, but the leader of the Northern Xinjiang Alliance has the 

Xeon! He just put a name in the Northern Xinjiang Alliance, and then reached out to help, but he would 

not contribute to the Northern Xinjiang Alliance. Even if the Northern Xinjiang Alliance was finished, this 

one would not feel distressed. 

Nothing is more important than self-interest to these strongest people in the lonely universe. 

"Everyone, since we are all here, let's discuss the matter of the human race..." A cosmic strongest man 

slowly said. 

Chapter 737: Horn of war 

In the virtual universe, the Lord of Longxing also sent away a master of alien universe who deliberately 

invested in the human race. 
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The Lord of Bingfeng came from behind. 

"This is the number one this month?" 

"It's the 13th one." The Lord of Longxing smiled and shook his head. "These cosmic lords are all wall and 

grass. Seeing the wind fall, seeing that my human being is about to rule the primitive universe, I have 

the hope of transcending reincarnation, so I want to come over and get cheap. How easy is it." 

He looked cold, "If we promise our human condition, be our human vassal, and contribute to our 

humanity, without half-heartedness, then it's okay. If you want to go against the sun, eat the inside and 

out, it depends on whether they have that life." 

The Chaos City Lord is the strongest in the universe, and the higher the status, this kind of reception of 

the Lord of the Ordinary Universe naturally does not need to trouble him, and it is the Lord of the 

Universe, such as the Lord of Longxing, who is responsible. 

And seeing that human beings are becoming stronger and stronger, and their strength is amazing, they 

will soon become the overlord of the primitive universe. The tree is great to enjoy the cool. There are 

indeed many cosmic masters in the universe, plus the temptation of Donghe inheritance... There are 

many cosmic masters in contact with humans. , Willing to join the human race, but not without 

conditions. 

Because these masters of the universe are also helpful to mankind and can strengthen the power of the 

human race alliance, the human race has not turned away. After a review, they will basically accept it 

after negotiating conditions. 

Of course, it is impossible to get the inheritance right away. Unless you make a great contribution to 

human beings and make hard contributions, mankind will grant them part of the inheritance depending 

on the situation. Of course, it is the simplest kind in the periphery, and it is good to be the strongest in 

the universe. 

Humans also understand that if they want horses to run, they must also eat grass. Inheritance is the 

carrot that hangs in front of them, and it is also the guarantee of uniting people's hearts. 

In the past few years, there have been dozens of Cosmos Lords who have joined the Human Alliance, 

most of which are soloists or the leaders of some powerful races. Among them, there are also some 

Alliance Cosmos Lords who have secretly contacted humans. The ethnic groups, obviously, the internal 

divisions of those alliances are serious, and they are not monolithic. 

This is also a drawback of the alliance. The cohesion is not enough. Once there is no backbone, it is easy 

to fall apart. 

Peak tribes such as humans, Zerg tribes, and machine tribes are all the masters of their own universe, 

and the possibility of traitors is very low. They are naturally extremely united and much stronger than 

those alliances. 

The reason why those alliances quarrel so fiercely is also the reason that the human race is behind the 

manipulation and buying some of the masters of the universe to fan the flames. After all, humans are 

not stupid, and they don't want to see themselves in a situation of embarrassment on all sides. 



Therefore, after packing up the best in the universe from the five pinnacle races in the past few years, 

the masters of the universe of the "Hongmeng" of the human race alliance suddenly increased by 50 or 

60. Together with the human races and the original Hongmeng, the masters of the universe have been 

added. More than a hundred, it can be called the largest power in the primitive universe! 

This is the reason why the human race hasn't been too active in attracting the lord of the alien universe, 

otherwise the number could be doubled several times. 

Human beings will not trust them too much for these newly joined cosmos masters, and will only use 

them. 

The human race is now as strong as a cloud, and there are peerless powers such as the giant axe and 

Wang Yi sitting in deterrence. I don’t worry that these universe masters will suddenly rebel. If many 

universe masters sincerely join the human race, they can be in the human race. Secret realm to build a 

palace to live in. 

Virtual universe, Hongmeng City, Hongmeng Hall. 

The founder of the Great Axe, the Lord of Chaos City, and Wang Yi, the three strongest human beings, 

sat on the main seat of the palace, looking down at the many masters of the universe. 

"Although the Lord of the Universe has been joining us recently, the number is still not too much." The 

founder of the Great Axe said. 

Chaos City Lord said: "This is also normal, after all, they are also worried in their hearts, worrying that 

our human beings will violate the agreement and invade their territory in the future." 

In the primitive universe, who occupies the most domain? It is not the major peak ethnic groups, but the 

hundreds of millions of idle ethnic groups. Although each of them is weak and small, each occupation 

area is small, but they all add up to a very broad territory. 

Among those ethnic groups, there may be only one master of the universe, but the total number adds 

up to an amazing amount. 

Survival is the first root of those ethnic groups, and then development! 

With such worries, many ethnic groups are still unable to make up their minds to join the human race. 

"What we need to care about is the five pinnacle races, the Northern Frontier Alliance, the Ancestral 

Gods, the Star Giant Beast Alliance, and many other alliances. Although the small forces are large in 

number, they are scattered and not a threat. Since they don’t come, don’t worry about it. ." The human 

race thinks so. 

Wang Yi didn’t say anything about this approach of the human race. The current situation of the human 

race is different from the original history, not as bad as the original history, and the strength is far 

beyond the original. At this time, the most important thing is the strongest of the five peak races in the 

universe. All were killed and caught by the human race, without anyone pushing it, it would be difficult 

for other forces to unite, and naturally it would be difficult to truly threaten the human race. 

And the only one of the strongest in the universe who is a bit threatening...The rest are lone travelers. 

First, they have no direct conflict of interest with humans. Second, they understand that there is no way 



to inherit from humans. As long as they are not stupid, they will not come to provoke. Humans at this 

time. 

"Everyone!" A loud voice sounded, and all the masters of the universe in the palace looked up. 

The founder of the giant axe said loudly: "Today gathered here, there are human beings, Hongmeng, 

and the newly-joined Lord of the Universe. Now, you are all members of an alliance and one of us. 

Everyone is proud of it. , You lose everything." 

"Before, the five major races of Zerg, Monster, Machine, Crystal, and Prison, the strongest in the 

universe, were unruly and wanted to kill the strong of our human race. As a result, they were easily 

defeated by our human strong. 

There was no sound in the palace, but many people's eyes fell on the extremely dazzling red-robed man 

above ~www.mtlnovel.com~ with awe and awe in their eyes. 

Defeating the five strongest in the universe by one person, what terrible strength is this? 

"This is a provocation to our alliance, unforgivable!" 

The founder of the giant axe has a cold expression, sharp eyes, and a sound like thunder in the palace, 

making people feel shocked. 

"Since they want to fight, then give them a war! This time, we will send the strong and take the initiative 

to invade the territories of the five major ethnic groups. All those who block them are our human 

beings, the enemies of our alliance, and we will kill them!" 

"Our goal is only one, and that is to kill their strong and occupy their territory!" 

The face of the strong of the human race showed excitement. 

As for the other alien universe masters, whether it was the original Hongmeng or the newly joined alien 

universe masters, although they were shocked, no one dared to raise objections. 

In Hongmeng, human beings are the main body and the one who dominates everything. The other races 

are just vassals and thugs of the human race. 

The horn of war was finally sounded, which also represented the human race to officially launch a war 

against the five major races, taking the first step for the human race to become the overlord of the 

primitive universe. 

Chapter 738: The Tribulation of Ten Thousand Races 

Outside the original secret, a group of super powers from the human alliance gathered at this moment. 

"This time we are divided into five teams." 

"The first to fourth teams are led by the four gods of the Lord of Chaotic Source, and each team has 20 

Lords of the Universe, attacking the borders of the Monster Race, Zerg Race, Machine Race, and Crystal 

Race." 
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"The fifth team, led by the founder of the great axe, will lead 20 masters of the universe to attack the 

territory of the prisoners." 

"I will lead the remaining masters of the universe and take control of the human domain." Chaos City 

Lord said. 

This time the offensive plan has already been negotiated by mankind. It is led by the powerful and 

invincible Master of Chaotic Source and the Great Axe, and it is naturally foolproof in the primitive 

universe. 

Even if the five major ethnic groups really want to resist, and unite, a certain team will be able to protect 

itself in the face of a large number of siege from the five major ethnic groups and wait for the support of 

other parties. 

Hundreds of masters of the universe have high morale. They know that in this battle, the human side 

has a great advantage and it is almost impossible to fail. 

None of the five pinnacle races is the strongest in the universe, how can they be human opponents? 

Everyone likes victory. 

The founder of the giant axe glanced at the many powerful men around him, with a smile on his face. 

"Set off!" 

Five teams disappeared together. 

There is a virtual universe that monitors the entire primitive universe, and the six strongest in the 

universe from the five races have been solved by humans. The remaining Lord of the universe has no 

secrets in front of humans, and all actions are well known. 

In such a situation where we know ourselves and our opponents and the combat power is dominant, 

how could human beings fail. 

… 

The team of five super beings with the strongest offensive power of the human race quickly left the 

original secret realm and arrived at their respective target territory. 

The Chaos City Lord controls the whole situation through the virtual universe. 

This time the five teams are carrying a large number of immortal gods, and many immortal gods have a 

large number of tokens scattered throughout the universe. In this way, the kingdom of God can be 

transmitted there as soon as possible. 

Boom...In the dazzling cyan light, time and space are distorted, and the light of the kingdom of God 

travels through time and space, connecting to a distant point, and directly teleporting the first team 

bathed in the cyan light to the depths of the Yaozu's territory at the same time. 

In the quiet and vast starry sky, Wang Yi's human deity was dressed in dark red battle armor, with three 

pairs of gray wings spread out behind him, with stone knives on his back, standing in the void, and 20 

powerful masters of the universe by his side, following his orders. 



"Monster, most of the strong have already withdrawn, but there are still people who have not left." 

Wang Yi stared at the bright stars in the dark starry sky with deep eyes. "With a fluke mentality, or do 

you want to continue to fight against my humans? Too naive!" 

The Chaos City Lord passed the detailed coordinates and messages of various targets to Wang Yi's team 

through virtual universe notifications, and Wang Yi began to issue orders. 

"You two, go to the first goal." 

"You! Go to the second one..." 

"You, and you! Go to the third..." 

Following Wang Yi's orders, the masters of the universe either looked excited or left with solemn 

expressions. 

Standing in the silent starry sky, Wang Yi looked at the direction where the masters of the universe were 

leaving. He closed his eyes and knew that **** massacres were about to happen. 

And this is unavoidable in the process of human expansion. 

Only cruel killings can make those races who still have a mentality of resistance understand that there is 

only a dead end to fight against and against human beings. 

"I should set off too." Wang Yi turned and left with an indifferent expression. 

The territory of the Yaozu, a planet of life, on which many lives live. 

This is the territory of the Yao tribe's vassal race "Siya". 

The patriarch of the "Siya tribe", a strange life white as jade as a deer but with a human face, was a little 

worried. This time the Yao tribe ordered all members to evacuate, but she was unwilling to leave this 

native hometown with the large army as a universe. Overlord, she has lived too long, and this homeland 

has become the most important part of her life. 

She knew the consequences, but she still had some extravagant hopes in her heart. 

Most of the Siya tribe has left, but a small number of them stayed like her. 

A faint smile appeared on her face when she looked at the frolicking people outside. 

The warm sunlight shone from the purple clouds in the sky, came in from outside the wooden house, 

and fell on Siya, reminding her of the memory scene of being here when she was a child, lying peacefully 

asleep next to her parents. 

At this moment, she was shocked suddenly, feeling a terrible cold that seemed to freeze her entire soul 

enveloped her. 

A red figure walked out of the void not far away and looked at her with a trace of pity. 

This moment was the most feared moment after Siya became the overlord of the universe. 

"Munky..." She uttered a word with difficulty, then her eyes dimmed and her beautiful head drooped. 



"Why bother." Wang Yi shook his head, turned and left. What he has to do is to clear out all the 

powerhouses in the Yaozu territory, and leave a land where mankind is safe to thrive and thrive. 

This is an ethnic war, cold and cruel. 

… 

"kill!!" 

A master of the universe of the Human Alliance took action, and the terrible red light swept hundreds of 

millions of kilometers, annihilating an entire solar system in surging energy fluctuations, and a group of 

venerable monsters lurking in it was also wiped out at the same time. 

"This is our land, you bunch of executioners!" A demon clan expert watched countless clansmen being 

slaughtered, with tears, and looked at him unwillingly. 

"Not anymore!" The Lord of the universe said indifferently, and when he stretched out his hand, the big 

hand covering the sky and the sun pressed it, crushing it to pieces. 

"Many arm blocks the car, I can't help myself." The lord of the universe sneered, turned and left, leaving 

behind this vast world. 

Such massacres were being staged in different places in the Yaozu territory. 

Although the Monster Race wants to withdraw everyone, but the Monster Race's territory is too vast, 

with too much life, and the transfer of one star area to one star area, what a huge amount of migration, 

not to mention there are some more. The strong are unwilling to leave, and they have to stay when they 

die. Therefore, all of them have not been withdrawn, and there are still many, many left. 

Of course, ordinary life is not the goal of mankind. The goal that mankind wants to eliminate this time is 

those who are strong above the venerable, or even immortal who are too weak, as long as they are not 

gathered together, they will ignore it. 

The territory of the monster race, the territory of the zerg race, the territory of the machine race, the 

territory of the crystal race, and the territory of the prison race...At the same time, they were sorted out 

over and over again by the human super beings. All the five strong people found were killed, and none 

were left. 

And the forces of the entire universe were also shocked by the sudden big offensive from the human 

side. 

In the remote place of the primitive universe, in a vast star field, a group of monster super existences 

are suspended there, exuding endless coercion, but an indescribable sadness permeates. 

"Humans have begun to occupy our territory, and from then on, we will never be able to go back." 

"Forget it, as long as the human race still occupies there, and the humans are still so powerful, we can't 

go back." The divine power incarnation of Demon Ancestor Shaking glanced at the direction he came 

from, "Go, go to our new home. " 

Chapter 739: The age of mankind in the primitive universe 
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Obviously, the five major ethnic groups have been prepared in advance to prevent human beings from 

coming over, and their main forces have been transferred. 

Demonic migration, Zerg migration, mechanical migration, prison migration, crystal migration... 

There are six pinnacle races in the entire universe sea. The reason why they can become the pinnacle 

race is that they are all extremely rare treasures in the primitive universe. Of course, the borders of the 

crystal race and the prison race are relatively different. But it is also much better than many idle ethnic 

groups. 

The five pinnacle races took the initiative to migrate, obviously bowing their heads and surrendering. 

The vast majority of the races in the primitive universe are still very wise. 

Without encountering any effective resistance, the alien powerhouses in the five major territories were 

quickly cleaned up by the human side. Even if there are hidden ones, they will not be able to set off any 

storms under the human butcher's knife. 

Seeing this result, other forces in the universe were also silent and uneasy, as if seeing their own future 

fate. 

But the general trend of mankind dominating the universe, who can resist them? It's nothing more than 

time. 

For a time, many ethnic factions on all sides were thinking and thinking differently. 

"It's over." In the vast, silent and dark starry sky, a figure wandered over. 

Looking at the peaceful world, I sighed in my heart. 

The demons, the mechanical race, the crystal race, the prison race, and the zerg race, these five races 

have given up resistance and all moved. Left their territory. Humans will then occupy the original 

territories of the five tribes, such as the Zerg, Monster, and Mechanical tribe. Let all humans multiply, let 

humans multiply and grow everywhere. 

A burst of joy rose in Wang Yi's heart. 

"Master of Chaotic Origin." A group of masters of the universe returned to their lives. "All targets have 

been cleared, and the territory of the monster race has been cleaned up." 

Wang Yi nodded. The Yaozu side is over, and the team's actions in other territories are also going 

smoothly and very smoothly. 

"You keep a few here to guard, the next thing, just leave it to others." 

The human race will soon send people over to take over this vast territory, and there is still a lot to do. 

Such as the construction of transmission channels, bases, secrets and so on. 

Then a large number of humans will be migrated over and let them live here. 

It is foreseeable that mankind will have a large number of star regions and establish new cosmic nations. 



The 1008 cosmic nations like human beings are all very old and haven't opened up new territories for a 

long time...Because the territories are all adjacent to the three major ethnic groups such as the Zerg, it is 

very difficult to expand the territory. 

This is also the reason why the four major ethnic groups are fighting so fiercely. Where is the 

unprovoked hatred in the world, and the four major ethnic groups are not fed and have nothing to do, 

without benefits, how can they fight with others every day. 

"Let's go." 

Wang Yi glanced in a certain direction before turning around. 

"He seems to have found me." 

Where time and space are faintly distorted in the dark void, a figure in a purple robe frowns. 

He is one of the strongest alone, and has always been a mysterious island owner of Shihwa. 

Among the strongest alone, the three are the most mysterious. 

The face of the island lord of Sihua is beautiful to perfection, like a man and a woman, but this "Island 

lord of Sihua" is a special life, so there may be no gender at all. 

"This Chaotic Origin is indeed well-deserved. It is clearly the lord of a universe, but so powerful and 

special." Shihua Island Master said with emotion. He was also curious before coming over to take a look, 

but he was more surprised. 

"Tongtian Tower is on him." 

"Duandong River is inherited from Luo Feng." 

"Humanity is really enviable." The island owner of Shihua really wants to get the cultivation method of 

ancient civilization, and every strongest person in the universe thinks, who does not desire to transcend 

reincarnation. 

Before, each of them was still thinking about getting inheritance from the human race, and they had 

their own calculations, but the plan couldn't change fast, and the fate of the five major races poured 

cold water on them and woke up. 

"Luo Feng has a tomb boat, and his life-saving means are powerful. Dozens of the strongest in the 

universe can't help him besiege, and we can't catch Luo Feng." 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source is as powerful as the original ancestor." Deep fear emerged in the eyes of 

the island owner of Shihua. His strength can only be regarded as medium among the strongest in the 

universe. The six strongest in the universe, including the Mechanical Father God, are all planted in the 

hands of the Lord of Chaotic Source. He doesn't think he can be stronger than those six. 

"Trouble and persecution is not desirable, then, you can only show your favor to the human race, make 

friends with humans, and make friends with this chaotic origin. Maybe there is still a little hope to get a 

glimpse of the inheritance." The island owner of Shihua was lost in thought, a little troubled. 



In the past, he was the strongest person in the universe, and even the human race had to be polite, 

treated as a guest of honor, and pleased him with enthusiasm for fear of offending him. 

now? He dared to adopt such an attitude, maybe the human race would not be able to get out, and the 

suppression was sealed in a blink of an eye. 

It’s not uncommon for you to be the strongest person in the universe. 

... 

The war has ended, and although the various human threat theories in the primitive universe are still 

raging and raging, the human race remains calm and turns a blind eye to such remarks. 

This is the posture of the overlord. 

Virtual universe, the top of Thunder Island. 

A throne is surrounded by a round table. Among them, Wang Yi and the founder of the Great Axe and 

the Lord of Chaos City sit next to each other, and their throne is naturally one size larger. The thrones of 

other universe lords are quite standard. This kind of naturally formed status...There is no need to force it 

to be established at all, and everyone has a spectrum in their hearts. 

Notice! The Lord of Chaotic Origin has personally killed the strongest in the universe! And more than 

one! Has been hailed as the second original ancestor of mankind! Notice! Many of the Lords of the 

universe were resurrected by the Lord of Chaotic Source! Means against the sky! Unheard of, even the 

strongest in the universe does not have this ability. 

In addition, Wang Yi brought back the more powerful ancient civilization heritage (three core knowledge 

of the Broken East River), and there are many powerful treasures, which will increase the overall 

strength of mankind. I don’t know how much the human race has benefited. Many people have treated 

him. Grateful Dade. 

Under this circumstance, Wang Yi's reputation has reached the top, faintly becoming the next leader of 

mankind. 

"Everyone." City Lord Chaos looked around, smiling. "The monster race, the machine race, the crystal 

race, the prison race, the zerg race, these five races all migrated. Leaving their borders. And the other 

idle races in the primitive universe, none of them dared to enter the borders of these five races." 

"Hahaha..." A group of universe masters all laughed, and those Hongmeng universe masters and the 

alien universe masters who had just joined also agreed and laughed. 

"These five clans also know how to advance and retreat." The Lord of Bingfeng, a person who is usually 

cold, smiled at this moment. 

"The five major ethnic groups at this time." The Lord of Xujin smiled indifferently, "Even if they join 

forces, without the help of the strongest alone... they are simply vulnerable." 

One of the masters of the human universe spoke up. 



In fact, since the five pinnacle races lost the strongest in their universe, they were destined to be unable 

to withstand the attack of the human race, and the overall situation was set at that time! 

The human race is now just picking peaches while the iron is hot. 

The five major ethnic groups have given way, and it is not enough to be afraid, and humans have acted. 

They will be a batch of humans living in some cosmic secret continents, or humans living in the kingdom 

of God. A large number of large-scale migrations have migrated to the territories of the five races, 

including the monster tribe and the zerg tribe, as well as the borders where many powerful tribes 

originally lived. Those powerful races saw that human beings were so powerful and feared that they 

would be affected. Before the human races took the initiative to kill them, they gave up their territories. 

Human beings are not welcome and all laughed at it. As for the territory, unless it is too barren to 

survive and multiply. , Otherwise no one is too much. 

In fact, the human race did not intend to invade the territories of those powerful races at the beginning, 

but planned to take it slowly. Who knew that the humans attacked them and frightened them. One by 

one, they voluntarily retreated out of the territory for fear of getting burned. In this case, the human 

race directly took action. Neatly occupy a large number of surrounding territories directly. 

expansion! 

Keep expanding! 

The speed of expansion of the human race in the primitive universe stunned other forces. 

The borders of those ethnic groups are slightly more remote, and the probability of geniuses being born 

is low. Can not stand the vast territory. It spreads all over...It can be said that the speed at which human 

beings give birth to elites and geniuses skyrocketed tenfold in an instant. 

And other forces dare not provoke the human race at this time! 

Since then, the primitive universe is about to enter a new era-the era of mankind. 

In fact, the major forces in the universe have always been paying attention to the movement in the 

primitive universe. When the news came that the six strongest men in the universe were defeated and 

captured by humans, it was indeed frightening to the major forces in the universe. They were 

frightened. After learning the specific circumstances of the battle, they were even a little scared. 

Could it be that the human race was born so soon as the invincible existence of the original ancestor? 

The original ancestor was invincible in all directions and swept across the universe, and no one of the 

major forces dared to provoke them. The God Eye Race and the two holy places also avoided the original 

ancestor when they saw it. 

That is because of the terrifying strength of the original ancestor! 

And now that human beings are born with such a terrible existence, they are still the Lord of the 

universe, the Lord of the universe is so powerful, comparable to the original ancestor... When he breaks 

through to the strongest in the universe, then how terrible? 

"Fortunately, human beings are not hostile to the major forces in our universe." 



"fortunately……" 

"Don't provoke this human." 

The major forces in the universe are also very afraid. 

All the forces of the universe and sea were frightened, even if the two holy land universes got the news, 

they were also very shocked. 

The ancestor of the purple moon frowned when he got the news. 

"Besides Na Luofeng, is there another lucky little guy who has inherited the ancient civilization?" 

"Humans in this primitive universe are really lucky!" 

The ancestor of Ziyue was actually very angry. 

He originally wanted to intervene in the situation of the primitive universe to see if he could cause 

trouble to the humans in the primitive universe and make them not develop so quickly. If the human 

race in the primitive universe inherited from the East River can suppress or even destroy the human race 

The ethnic group is the best. 

In his heart, it is the most threatening existence that must be resolved. Even the Holy Land of the East 

Emperor, it is not as threatening as human beings! 

It's just that he originally wanted to target Luo Feng. After all, Luo Feng's inheritance from the Donghe 

River was the most threatening to his future. 

However, he didn't expect that before Luo Feng got up, a Chaotic Source Lord would emerge, still so 

powerful! 

"A master of the universe who has only cultivated for more than a hundred thousand years is 

comparable to the original ancestor? Even in ancient civilizations, he is the most extraordinary genius of 

the kind." 

"If he and Luo Feng grow up, no matter which one, they can make my plan fall short!" 

"hateful!" 

"The Primitive Universe, in this era of reincarnation, why did these two geniuses be born! If it is slower 

or slower, my chance..." 

The ancestor of the purple moon gritted his teeth unwillingly. 

But he couldn't help it. When the strength was as strong as the Lord of Chaotic Source, the invincible 

universe was no longer able to be shaken by ordinary conspiracies. 

... 

Human territory, the Milky Way. 

In the starry sky, a group of towering palaces one after another, this is Luo Feng's temple residence in 

the solar system. 



"Huh?" Luo Feng, who was cultivating in the secret chamber of the partial palace, suddenly flipped 

through his hands, and a token appeared. 

"Master Zuoshanke is coming over?" Luo Feng was a little surprised. 

For a long time, Zuoshanke hadn't contacted Luo Feng much, and even if he got the inheritance of the 

Broken East River, Zuoshanke hadn't contacted him. 

Suddenly coming over at this time, Luo Feng couldn't help but think about it. 

"Is it because of the inheritance of Donghe Broken River?" Luo Feng couldn't help guessing. 

Luo Feng has always been grateful for the mountain visitors. 

With the careful cultivation of Zuoshanke, this is what he is today. 

Luo Feng is also a grateful person. If the mountain visitors are in need, without touching the interests of 

the human race, Luo Feng is willing to give back. 

The only thing that makes Luo Feng a little bit distressed is that if the guest sitting on the mountain 

really asks him to pass on, how should he respond? The true core inheritance, he cannot give to others. 

"If Teacher Zuoshan has the need, then give the teacher the method of practicing to the limit of the true 

god." This is also the limit that Luo Feng can achieve, and Luo Feng has a clear conscience. 

Soon after, powerful thoughts gathered directly here, turning into a fuzzy phantom. 

"Teacher Sitting Mountain Guest." Luo Feng appeared, greeted him with a smile. 

The guest sitting on the mountain looked at Luo Feng and said with a smile: "Congratulations, Luo Feng, 

you have obtained the inheritance of the Broken East River. This is a very powerful heritage in the 

ancient civilization." The guest on the mountain said with emotion. 

"Teacher also knows about Broken Donghe?" Luo Feng asked curiously. 

Sitting on the mountain is very mysterious~www.mtlnovel.com~ A strongest person in the universe can 

actually refine the star tower such a supreme treasure, and Luo Feng's vision is already different now, 

vaguely aware that the star tower may not be ordinary Xeon Supreme Treasure... There is also such an 

unbelievable "Nine Tribulations Secret Code", an unheard of heaven-defying techniques unheard of in 

the primitive universe. 

The guest on the mountain looked at the sky and smiled. "Just know a thing or two." 

Luo Feng welcomed the mountain guest into the temple garden, and the mountain guest walked directly 

to a dark green stone chair not far away. He sat down directly and looked at Luo Feng unceremoniously. 

"Your friend, where is the Lord of Chaotic Source? Not here?" 

Luo Feng was startled, "Teacher, are you here to find Wang Yi?" 

"Haha, I have been famous for your genius friend for a long time, and I am still very curious. Since I am 

here, of course I want to see it." Zuoshanke laughed. 



Luo Feng thought about it for a moment, and felt that there was no problem. "Since the teacher wants 

to see me, then I will ask. I think there should be no problem." 

In the past, Luo Feng was worried that Zuoshanke would be wrong with Wang Yi. Now Wang Yi is as 

strong as the original ancestor. No matter how powerful he is, he should not be better than the original 

ancestor, right? 

Luo Feng immediately asked Wang Yi. Wang Yi had always had an incarnation on the earth, or he was a 

clone. 

Chapter 740: Wang Yi and Zuo Shan Ke 

"The rider wants to see me?" 

After receiving a message from Luo Feng, Wang Yi was not surprised. 

It was because he found out as soon as Zuo Shan Ke appeared in the Milky Way, but he understood the 

relationship between Zuo Shan Ke and Luo Feng, and found that Zu Shan Ke was just a thought coming, 

so he was not very interested. 

"If you want to see me, you will see." Wang Yi smiled slightly, "It just so happens that I am also very 

interested in the reincarnated king of this origin continent." 

Wang Yi didn't want to meet with Zuo Shanke before, because he practiced "Nine Tribulations" because 

he was afraid that he would be discovered by Zuo Shanke, which could not explain it, and it would lead 

to unpredictable consequences. 

After all, people's hearts are unpredictable, and Wang Yi was still too weak to be careless at that time. 

But now Wang Yi has become stronger, sweeping across the universe, and he is invincible in the 

universe, and he has the confidence to be fearless. 

What's more, Wang Yi knows that because Zuoshan Ke is the reincarnation of the **** king, he not only 

retains the memory of his previous life, his realm is extremely high, and his will is extremely powerful. 

Not only is the supreme rule restricting him, but he is also jealous of the original will of the primitive 

universe. He has been vigilantly monitoring him. Shanke, the original will is to regard Zuoshanke as the 

greatest enemy, and Zuoshanke is restricted everywhere in the primitive universe. 

Therefore, when you sit on the mountain and become a true god, it is all a common rule to become a 

true god. He didn't dare to give the slightest handle to the original will, which caused him to have a poor 

foundation for becoming a true god, and his divine power was too weak. 

Because compared to the world beast, the original will is more afraid of sitting on the mountain. 

The world beast can force it to destroy the original universe, possibly hurting its consciousness. But 

sitting on the mountain... as long as he grows up, he will definitely be able to seize the primitive 

universe. 

"Actually, the Primordial Universe is of little benefit to the mountain guest, because the mountain guest 

is originally the realm of the king of gods, even if you don't take the home, as long as you return to the 

origin continent, you can reincarnate again and re-practice smoothly and return to the realm of the **** 
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king." Wang Yi shook his head. "Of course, it's not surprising that the original will of the Primordial 

Universe is so careful. Who makes the mountain guest possess this strength?" 

However, the old treacherous and cunning Zuoshan guest has never given the Primordial Cosmos Origin 

Will a chance to suppress him. Even if he occasionally fights against other strong men, he doesn't collide 

head-on, but uses various methods to play tricks. In the eyes of others, sitting on the mountain is 

mysterious and difficult, and cannot be offended. 

Wang Yi sighed. 

Zuoshanke is considered a vital figure in this world, after all, without the earth he created, there would 

be no subsequent series of things. 

Without him training Luo Feng, Luo Feng wants to rise? It's almost impossible. 

... 

The solar system, Luofeng's temple. 

"Huh." Wang Yi appeared out of thin air. 

He saw that in the garden, an old man in a green robe with crystal clear double horns was sitting with 

Luo Feng and talking. 

"Sit on the mountain." Wang Yi's eyes narrowed slightly, then he smiled and stepped forward. 

"Haha...Welcome to visit Senior Mountain Guest." 

Zuoshanke was also looking at Wang Yi, nodding secretly in his heart, worthy of the most outstanding 

mankind of this era, a peerless genius comparable to the original ancestor, this attitude is really 

different. 

"The geniuses from the mainland where I originated can be compared to him, probably not many." 

Zuoshanke thought in his heart. "He can get the Tower of the Sky, and he is also a person with great 

opportunity and great luck. It is inevitable to go through the cycle of reincarnation. It is also very 

possible to become a **** king in the future. It will be very helpful for me to avenge the three kings of 

the food kingdom in the future. This important help cannot be missed, and I must get to know him this 

time." 

"If the relationship is good, I will be able to talk later." 

There is a saying that all things do not go to the Three Treasures Hall. This time the mountain guest 

came to see the apprentice for one reason, and the more important reason was the Lord of Chaotic 

Source. 

In order to get revenge, Zuoshanke also tried his best, not letting go of any chance. 

Wang Yi is actually willing to call him the strongest in trouble. 

At the beginning, on the Origin Continent, Zuoshanke was a **** king, but the country was destroyed by 

the country of food, everything was destroyed in the hands of the country, and the country was turned 

into the king of subjugation overnight. 



It's just that the mountain guest is weak, unable to beat the three kings of the food kingdom, and fled in 

embarrassment after being hunted down. The unwilling mountain guest finally escaped, thinking of the 

legend of the world beast, and wanted to take revenge with the power of the world beast. 

So he ran into the depths of the universe at the risk of a life of nine deaths, trying to enslave the world 

beasts that hadn't grown up yet. 

But the supreme law of operation, the universe does not allow such existence to break into it! 

But there is always a silver lining, and it is not completely prohibited. Just let the original will of the 

original universe hinder it. 

Sitting on the mountain and sitting in the hall of a **** king, the original will of the original universe 

truly invoked the mighty power of the universe to hinder him, and he was forced to not be reincarnated 

and reborn into the original universe in order to obtain a glimmer of hope. 

However, he did two things before reincarnation. 

First, I left an illusory consciousness in the world of Jin within my body! I will leave a picture of "Lie Yuan 

Shu", and hope that among the descendants of the world of Jin, who can learn it! That also counts as 

someone following! 

Of course, the natives of the Jin World cannot leave the Jin World, otherwise they will fall... However, 

this should only be controlled by the original will of the original universe, far away from the original 

universe, it should be fine, otherwise it is impossible for the Zaishan guest to do this. Out of the 

descendants who have no chance to leave the world of Jinzhi, or there are other means. 

Then another treasure was refined, the Star Tower! 

But in the process of refining, there was an accident. A golden light merged into it, which made the Star 

Tower take shape faster, turning it into a weapon of the King of Gods, even the mountain guest could 

not control it. 

The Star Tower is also to select descendants in the primitive universe! 

Then Zuoshanke took his most important weapon of the **** king "Jinwang Palace" through the 

universe and reincarnated into the original universe. At that time, the original universe was still in its 

early stage. 

After that, Zuoshanke was unwilling to cultivate a race that is good at mastering the body, that is the 

branch of the human race... the Yan God race! With Yandi, it is the second disciple of Zuoshanke! This is 

to cultivate the strong on the line of the divine body. 

It's a pity that Emperor Yan himself has too many flaws, and he is destined to have no achievements in 

the future, letting him down. 

So I continued to do things for the "Lie Yuan Shu", and cultivated a race with a special soul that is easier 

to break through... So the earth appeared. 

The name of the original Earth is definitely not called this. The first era is called "Shanhaijie", the second 

era is called "Genesis Star", and the third era is Luo Feng and the others. 



But Zuoshanke didn’t put all his hopes on the people on earth, and left the Star Tower on the battlefield 

outside the territory, causing countless forces in the universe to fight. In fact, he also wanted to select 

suitable disciples through the powerhouses of various races... It’s a pity that the years have not People 

were attracted by him. After all, the Star Tower recognized that the requirements of the Lord were too 

high and too high, so he finally put his hope back on the earth people. 

As a result, the leaders of the two ages before and after the earth were so dead, and Luo Feng, who 

successfully recognized the master of the star tower, was regarded as the third generation leader of the 

earth people. 

In a sense, Zuoshanke is the creator of the earthlings, and the earthlings were nurtured by his guidance. 

His descendants, Luo Feng, who is recognized by him, is the true leader of the earthlings. 

Of course, if you don't talk about it, and Luo Feng doesn't talk about it, no one knows. 

"Haha, this is the well-known chaotic source lord of mankind, take the liberty to interrupt today, please 

don't be offended." 

In Luo Feng's surprised expression, the mountain guest stood up with a smile on his face and a loud 

laughter. 

In Luo Feng's impression, Zuo Shan Ke has always been very cold and arrogant. How could he be so 

active and enthusiastic towards Wang Yi, the lord of the universe? 

"Senior Zuoshanke is polite." Looking at Luo Feng's face, Wang Yi didn't plan to treat him with a good 

voice. After all, in a sense, Zuoshanke can also be regarded as the leader of the people on earth. 

The three parties sat down and chatted. 

"I heard that Senior Zuoshanke, you want to see me, do you have any advice?" Wang Yi looked at 

Zuoshanke. 

Zuoshanke smiled and said: "In fact, it's nothing, but I have been hearing about the deeds of the Lord of 

Chaotic Source, and I am curious, so I want to meet and see the peerless genius of our primitive 

universe..." 

Wang Yi felt a little strange in his heart that the Zuo Shan Ke actually flattered me so much. 

"In addition, I heard that the Lord of Chaotic Source has the treasure of ancient civilization, the Tongtian 

Tower, I am really curious, and I want to ask, I wonder if the Lord of Chaotic Source is willing to answer?" 

The guest looked at Wang Yi. 

He is indeed very curious about Tongtian Tower. 

There are not many things that can't be seen through the primitive universe, even the cosmic sea, and 

Tongtian Pagoda is one of them. 

He even suspected that this had something to do with the "supreme rule". 

The supreme rule is different from the original will, it is higher than the original universe. That is the rule 

of all the operations of the entire universe. Why did the primitive universe continue to be destroyed and 



born, and why did world beasts be born? Why do the true gods live up to three times of reincarnation 

and must break into reincarnation? All in all, this is the rule! The Supreme Rule does not have any 

thinking, it is only a rule. But in the same way, it is also supreme. 

The mountain guest is not afraid of the original will. Because the original will to do things is restricted by 

‘rules’ and must conform to a series of rules and regulations. The rules for the operation of the universe 

are different. Even if the mountain guest knows enough secrets, he still has only a half-claw 

understanding of the supreme rules. 

In his opinion, the Primordial Universe should not have such an extraordinary treasure that he can't 

even see through it. If it appears in the Universe Sea or the Origin Continent, it is still possible. 

The only thing that can break the rules is the rules, or higher than the rules themselves. 

But the name of the Supreme Rule shows that it is already the culmination of the rule, the strongest rule 

is beyond imagination, who can be higher than the Supreme Rule. 

In the legend of Origin Continent, the "Yuan" who surpassed the realm of "God King", in his opinion, 

could not do this. 

Therefore, the guest sitting on the mountain wanted to get in touch with the Tongtian Pagoda to see 

what it came from. If he could get any inspiration from the Tongtian Pagoda, it would be better for him 

to get revenge. 

Because Zuoshan Ke understands that it is very difficult to take revenge on the realm of God King alone. 

Even if the strongest king of Origin Continent could defeat the three kings of the Kingdom of Food, it 

would be difficult and difficult to kill them. 

"It turns out that Senior Citizen is also interested in Tongtian Tower..." Wang Yi pondered and said with 

a smile: "It's a pity that Tongtian Tower has its own limitations. Senior should understand that this 

precious heritage is not accessible to anyone. It's not that juniors don't want to be accommodating, 

there is really no way now..." 

"However, the Tongtian Pagoda can be opened once in 100 million years. At that time, there will be a 

group of enlightenment places, but divine power incarnations and the like cannot enter it. Either the 

real body or the clone. If the senior is willing, you can also go in and have a look. "Wang Yi smiled and 

gave such a promise to Zuo Shan Ke. 

The Tongtian Pagoda is opened once every 10,000 epochs, and you can enlighten one epoch in the sea 

cucumber of the law. Every time 1008 places are in the hands of Wang Yi, so why not give a place to the 

mountain guest? A good destiny also gives Luo Feng a face. 

"Oh..." The guest sitting on the mountain pondered, and then smiled, "Then thank you little friend, I 

can't accept this gift from my little friend in vain, just give it to my little friend." 

Zaishanke seemed determined. 

"I have here a picture of the magical secret technique that I obtained from the remains of ancient 

civilization, called "Lie Yuanshu"..." 



Wang Yi was slightly startled. 

"According to the half-knowledge I have explored, this secret method should be extremely precious in 

ancient civilizations, and it is related to will. The lowest cosmos lord can practice, the highest is the 

cosmos strongest, and it is impossible to exceed it." Zuoshanke sighed. road. "It's a pity that I don't have 

enough talent to cultivate. Seeing that you have excellent talents, you have cultivated your will to such a 

level in just a few short years. This "Lie Yuanshu" secret method of will, given to you today, is also 

considered to complement each other." 

What an old-fashioned Zuo Shan guest. When he saw Wang Yi, he recognized that Wang Yi had reached 

the will of the Void True God at a glance, and he was also secretly surprised. 

You know, Wang Yi has only cultivated for more than a dozen epochs, even if the flow of time is added, 

it is still incredible to be able to break through the will of the Void True God! 

Zuoshanke guessed that it should be related to Wang Yi's secrets. 

Thinking that the secret might have something to do with the Supreme Rule and the Tongtian Pagoda 

that surpassed the limits of ancient civilization, the mountain guest was moved. 

Because of this, he originally wanted to leave the "Lie Yuan Shu" to his apprentice, and when Luo Feng's 

will honed became stronger, he would let Luo Feng learn "Lie Yuan Shu". 

But now, after pondering, even if Luo Feng obtains "Lie Yuan Shu", he may not be able to learn it. Even if 

he does, he will become the king of gods and become the strongest king of gods, and he may not be able 

to kill his enemies, the three kings of the country. It is better to sell personal affection to the more 

potential Lord of the Chaotic Source. In the future, the Lord of the Chaotic Source will rise in Origin 

Continent. By then, relying on this favor, the Lord of the Chaotic Source will have the opportunity to 

avenge himself. 

In fact, there are many improprieties in this, and Zuoshan Ke is also betting! 

Bet on Luofeng or Wang Yi? Now it seems that Wang Yi has grown faster and has higher potential. There 

is also the Tongtian Tower, a heritage related to the Supreme Rule~www.mtlnovel.com~ So after 

thinking about it, I finally decided to invest in Wang Yi! 

Stud! 

This sudden gift from Zuo Shan Ke shocked Wang Yi for a moment. 

This is also OK? 

He glanced at Luo Feng next to him. 

"Lie Yuan Shu" can only be practiced by one person at present, if he learns it, Luo Feng will no longer be 

able to learn it. 

In the future, Lord Luo, who is invincible in Chaotic Source Space, may die just like that... 

The question is, should he take this gift well or not? 



"Lie Yuan Shu" is a secret technique created by the oldest chaotic source lord "Yuan" in the infinite 

chaotic source space. It is false to say that it is not heartbeat. 

It's just that the cultivation conditions are extremely harsh, and there are so many geniuses from the 

mainland that no one has learned so far. 

If Wang Yi had no choice, he would probably accept it smoothly. 

This was not an opportunity for him to grab Luo Feng. It was a mountain guest who delivered him to the 

door personally. All this was refused. How stupid was he? 

But... Since there is a panel, everything is possible, so there is no need. 

Thinking of the 100% chance card with the highest reward in his arms, Wang Yi immediately settled in 

his heart, and said: 

"Senior Mountain Guest..." 

 


